Destrapping
Eliminate the risk of injury & loss
Destrapping coils, sheets and tube packages
is a high risk activity in any factory. Robotics
eliminates the need for people to be involved
in the destrapping process and which makes it
finally possible to automate your entire entry.
Which eliminates the risk of serious injury and
optimizes the production process. The Tebulo
Destrapping machine is based upon a highly
reliable and patented cutting and strap
processing principle. Which is designed for
removing PET straps up to high strength steel
straps, at low product temperatures up to red
hot product temperatures.
Reliability you wish you had sooner
With over 65 destrapping machines delivered
to renowned companies in the industry, with
an operation performance of almost 100%,
Tebulo robotic solutions will make the most
challenging areas of your plant the most
reliable. Downtime in any plant is expensive
and today it's far too costly for businesses to
cut into profits. You can rely on Tebulo to
keep you moving forward.

Flexible integration
Tebulo robotic solutions are engineered for
fertility. We understand the varying needs of
the industries we serve and our products are
designed for the flexibility to integrate into,
even the most demanding environments. We
have the expertise to find the most efficient,
economical and productive way to get
robotics working for your business.

Innovation that pays
Ensure your fully automatic de-strapping operations are best in class by implementing our Industry 4.0
solutions.
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